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Originally the protagonist’s name wasn't Harry - 
it was Humbert Mason.  Humbert was taken from the 
main character of the novel Lolita, specifically the film 
adaptation by Stanley Kubrick; the last name came 
from the actor who played the role, James Mason.   

The association is creepy, because in the story 
Humbert is a child predator who preys upon his own 
stepdaughter.  What's worse?  Originally, they wanted 
to name Cheryl 'Dolores', the name of the 
stepdaughter.  This was apparently met with fierce 
opposition and was rejected, for good reason. 

It's unclear why they wanted to make these 
associations, though it’s likely this was part of a 
former, darker plot the team has alluded to which was 
dropped. 

The name Harry was a nickname of one of the 
translators working on the game – Harry Inaba - and 
that's where the new name came from.   

It's a better fit: Harry is the short form of 
Harold, which comes from the old English root words 
meaning 'army', 'power', and 'ruler'.  Harry in the 
modern sense can mean a 'commander' or a 'home 
protector'.  In other words, a guardian, someone who 
fights to protect others. 
 ‘Mason’ is an occupational surname for people 
who work with stone, like bricklayers, who would have 
been involved in the building of homes, which ties in 
nicely to his first name. 
 His daughter’s name has a more ambiguous 
history.  The most common theory is that it’s related 
to the French “cherie”, meaning “dear one”, or 



“darling”.  Cheryl is certainly Harry’s darling, and the 
‘dearest’ character of the game. 

‘Lisa’ is a nickname for ‘Elizabeth’, which is a 
famous name that’s been given to queens, and 
figures in the Christian Bible.  It means ‘promise of 
God’ or ‘Oath of God’, a verbal bond with the divine. 

Her last name, Garland, is interesting.   
Garlands are wreaths made of flowers, used to signify 
importance or victory.  Her value comes from her 
position in relation to others, an interesting tie in to 
her role in the plot. The name, of course, came from 
the actress, Judy Garland. 

Cybil’s name is a derivative of the name Sybil, 
and comes from the Latin Sibylla, for fortune teller or 
prophetess; someone with divine powers.  You may 
have seen the name before in the Harry Potter series, 
where the strange yet gifted divination teacher is 
named Sybil Trelawny. 

Her last name, Bennett, comes from 
benedictus, a blessing.  All in all, Cybil Bennett is 
someone gifted, special, a blessing for the player, and 
Harry.  It’s entirely fitting - we first meet her when she 
saves us in the diner, and from then on, Cybil acts as 
something of a rock in the storm for Harry. 

Her name was originally taken from a famous 
policewoman. Who the woman is, is unclear, as the 
Book of Lost Memories doesn’t specify, other than to 
say she was a murderer.  The Silent Hill wiki guesses 
that it could be Laurie Bembenek.   

What’s interesting is that, like Harry, Cybil’s 
original name had a darker meaning - associating her 
with an accused murderer.  Yet in this case it’s 
possible it had the opposite meaning. Laurie 
Bembenek was sent to prison for the murder of her 
partner’s ex-wife, but it was possibly a frame job done 
by the police department itself due to another case in 



which Bembenek was a key witness, a case 
investigating police corruption.  Her innocence or guilt 
is still arguable, but it’s interesting that there was once 
a planned connection to her in Cybil’s background. 

The name Alessa is derivative of the Italian 
name “Alessandra’, another form of Alexandra, which 
is the female form of Alexander.  The original 
meaning is ‘defender’ or ‘protector’ of man, of the 
people, from the Greek alexein “to defend” and 
andros, “man”.   

The most famous Alexander in history is 
Alexander the Great, but there’s also a famous 
Alexandra, though she is more well known by another 
name: Cassandra, the prophet of Apollo. 

Cassandra is a famous figure in ancient Greek 
myth: the woman who was gifted with the power of 
prophecy and cursed to never be believed.  She 
foresaw many of the great tragedies of her time, 
including many which affected her and her family, and 
was unable to stop any of them.  In her life she was 
ridiculed, locked up by her own family, kidnapped, 
raped, abused, and eventually murdered - it was only 
after dying that she found peace in the Elysian 
Fields.  Much like Alessa, the magic power that 
defined her life caused her to suffer terrible tragedies, 
and only dying set her free. 
 Her last name, and her mother’s, has its roots 
in Gaelic.  Gillespie comes from Mac Giolla Easpaig, 
which means “servant of the bishop”.  It’s a name that 
implies a religious aspect, and that of a servant to a 
higher power. 

Dahlia shares her first name with a flower.  The 
Dahlia in the language of flowers represents 
“elegance and dignity”, something so far removed 
from Dahlia’s character as to be comical.  Like a great 
deal of her persona, her name doesn’t fit with her odd 



behavior and appearance, creating further dissonance 
for the player. 

The dissonance for Kaufmann is even worse.  
His first name, “Michael”, is the name of one of the 
most holy figures in the Abrahamic faiths, the angel 
Michael, whose name means “Who is Like God?”. Yet 
Kaufmann is one of the most despicable characters in 
the game.  “Kaufmann” is a German surname that 
means “merchant”, tying into Kaufmann’s very real-
world concerns and focus upon the material rather 
than the spiritual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 The game opens just after Harry's car has 
crashed.  The player sees him waking up, lifting his 
head from the steering wheel, and stepping out into 
the fog.  We don't see the crash itself, which is shown 
in the intro on the menu screen.  It gives the game an 
interesting mood – we know something horrible has 
happened, but now the world is still and silent again.  
It’s the ringing quiet after hitting your head, the calm 
before the storm. 
 This is the first time we really see our 
protagonist.  We know little about him, besides the 
fact that he’s a father.  His colors are muted blues and 
browns; he doesn't stand out in a crowd.   

Harry comes to Silent Hill with his daughter for 
a vacation that goes horrifically wrong.  We learn 
through the game that Cheryl, his daughter, is 
adopted, yet for his little girl, who is not his blood, he 
braves the horrors of Silent Hill. 

There's another pair of parent and child figures 
in this game: Alessa and Dahlia.  Throughout the 
game the duos  are compared, as it's revealed that 
Alessa and Dahlia are related.  Dahlia lies and 
manipulates those around her; she uses and abuses 
her own daughter, not caring for her happiness or 
safety.  Harry, on the other hand, sacrifices everything 
for Cheryl. 

Harry and his wife find Cheryl on the side of 
the road; they didn’t create or give birth to her.  In 
fact, she’s born without any kind of sexual congress - 
Alessa creates her by herself, through magic.   
Looking at it this way, Cheryl is born of a kind of 
divine birth.  Many mythic figures are described as 
being born through magic that doesn’t involve sex, 
from Athena in Greek myth, to the most famous, 
Jesus Christ.   



The game shows what family really means.  It 
does not have to mean shared blood; Harry isn't 
related to his daughter, but he is her father in every 
way.  And the comparison between Harry, a good 
father, and Dahlia, a terrible mother, shows us what 
parenthood should be - selfless, loving, 
empathetic.  It’s also a flip on the traditional parental 
model, where fiction often portrays the mother as the 
best parent, and the father is seen as less important 
or dedicated. 
  The sad proof of this point is the film 
adaptation of the game. When director Christopher 
Gans adapted the story into a movie, he changed 
Harry to Rose, a mother instead of a father, and the 
exact reason he gave for the change was: 
 
“The lead character of Silent Hill 1 is a man, named 
Harry Mason.  And it worked very well in the game but 
when you start to write it respecting the personality, 
we found that it’s a woman.  I don’t think it’s important 
that the main character is wearing a dress or pants, 
what’s important is that we preserve the atmosphere 
… which is the most important thing.  So, we decided 
that Harry Mason would become Rose.” 
 
 It seems to me Mr. Gans missed the whole 
point (besides equating gender to clothing).  Silent 
Hill's story proves that these gender roles are false, 
tired expectations that don't match reality.  Harry's 
existence as a character negates this belief that such 
a character must be a woman - because he is a man!   
 The story shows us a mother, the supposedly  
ideal form of parenting, who is abusive and cares only 
for herself.  Opposing her is Harry, who is both a man, 
and an adoptive father, a relationship that is devalued 
by society as less important than blood ties. The story 



shows that gender and blood don’t matter, what 
matters is the love a parent has for their child.  
 Harry’s story begins with the car crash, and 
Cheryl going missing. It’s a terrible scenario; waking 
up in a strange place with your daughter vanished.  
The stakes are immediately raised, and we haven’t 
seen our first monster. 
 But it isn’t long before Harry stumbles upon 
the nightmare.  The creatures he sees look like 
monstrous children; a horrible irony given the fact 
Cheryl’s missing. It ends with him collapsing and 
waking in a bar.  This motif of waking up from what 
appeared to be reality will continue through the whole 
game, but it all starts with that crash. 
 Dreams in Silent Hill are used to confuse and 
create uncertainty in the player; the feeling that one 
can never be sure if what they are seeing is real, or 
imaginary, or if that even matters.   
 Multiple times in Silent Hill, Harry expresses 
doubt that what he’s seeing is reality, wondering if 
he’s dreaming; and in one ending of the game, it’s 
revealed that he was right, that it was all a fever 
dream he suffered with his dying breaths.  He passes 
out in multiple instances, later awakening in new 
places, wondering which part the dream was.   

This technique of having characters pass out 
and reawaken elsewhere, wasn’t invented by Silent 
Hill.   

Centuries before video games were thought of, 
the Italian poet Dante Alighieri was writing his own 
epic adventure into hell, Inferno, and he had a 
problem.  His character had to navigate a long 
winding maze of levels in Hell, and he didn’t always 
know how to explain how a character got from one 
level of hell to another.  His answer?  The protagonist 



would faint and find themselves somewhere else 
when they awoke.   

It’s an easy way to step over the issues of 
continuity and storytelling and has the bonus of giving 
the story a dream like quality.  As the protagonist 
constantly falls unconscious, we begin to wonder 
whether they were ever awake, or whether the 
horrible things we’re seeing are a dream.  Using this 
technique invites those questions to be asked, and in 
choosing to do so, Silent Hill steps in the footsteps of 
literary giants. 

The truth is, there’s no way to know for sure if 
the protagonist, and the player’s, experiences in 
Silent Hill are “real” or if they are a dream - and does 
it really matter, since the events in Silent Hill still 
cause pain and trauma anyway?  If it is a dream, it is 
one that has the power to influence the real world. 
 This choice also creates a correlation 
between characters.  Remember that Alessa has 
been asleep and "dreaming" for the last seven years. 
Her dreams have been nightmares, too, created by 
the agony of her injuries and the god within her. 

By having Harry’s story reflect hers, the game 
associates them.  It makes Alessa's innocence clearer 
by associating her with our hero. It strengthens our 
feelings of remorse and sympathy for her, because 
the player has been going through exactly what she 
has: trying to escape a cycle of nightmares which 
seem endless. 
 


